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Various Types of Rain Gauges 

 

Although a lot of people have a good idea what a rain gauge is and how it’s used, 
some aren’t aware that they can choose from several different types. They all have 
unique features and benefits. So, it’s important to get educated before you buy a rain 
gauge online. 

When looking online for a rainfall measuring device, you want to select the product 
that best serves your needs. After all, some people purchase a rain gauge for 
professional reasons. Those individuals include forecasters and researchers. 
However, others get one for personal use, something they can measure the rain with 
at home. 

What Is a Rainfall Measuring Instrument? 

For anyone who doesn’t know, this type of gauge does what the name implies. It 
measures the amount of rainfall at a given location. This helps predict the weather, 
which helps not only meteorologists but also water patrol, boaters, and even farmers. 
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Available Types When You Buy a Rain 

Gauge Online 

Now, you can always purchase a gauge in person, but one key benefit of going online 
for a rainfall measuring device is the vast selection. Not only that but when you get an 
instrument from a reputable source, there’s a good chance you’ll also save money. 

Analog Rain Gauges 

Due to its simplicity yet accurate measurements, this rainfall measuring instrument is 
a popular choice. These have a glass or clear acrylic cylinder that’s typically marked 
with measurements in inches, millimeters, and centimeters. To use this gauge, you’d 
simply mount it anywhere in the open. That includes a patio, deck rail, fence, or if 
preferred, you can just sit it on the ground. 

If you want to buy a rain gauge online like this, you’ll discover it comes in various sizes, 
as well as capacity. Depending on where you plan to use this instrument, you can 
choose one that’s easy to read, thanks to a magnified measurement scale. 

Digital Rain Gauges 

There’s also a digital rainfall measuring instrument. Designed with a built-in sensor, it 
does more than just collect rain. This gauge can also analyze data for precipitation. 
Also, digital rain gauges usually feature a self-emptying collector. What makes this 
such a cool option is that the instrument sends the data wirelessly. So, from up to 330 
feet away, you can read the information on an LCD monitor. 

Weather Station 

Usually, experts shop online for a rainfall measuring device of this magnitude. 
However, that doesn’t mean novice weather enthusiasts couldn’t use it as well. Along 
with all the features found on top-of-the-line digital gauges, a weather station offers 
much more. For instance, it determines and reports inside and outside temperature. 
Also, it is used to get wind speed and direction and barometric pressure. 

Reliable and Competitively Priced 

Products 

 At Comptus, we can help you find the ideal rainfall measuring instrument. We have 
several products available, all of superior quality. To accurately keep track of the 
rain, give us a call today. 
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